Norwalk Stamp Club News
P.O. Box 267, South Norwalk CT 06856
Norwalkstampclub.com
Meeting September 20, 2021
7:30 PM
Norwalk Senior Center

MASKS ARE REQUIRED!
Agenda:
 Program—Siege of Paris mail

Bill Armstrong shares his knowledge on balloon mail from Paris during the
Franco-Prussian war of 1870-1871
 Business meeting



Treasurer’s report—Ennis Granata



Bylaws and Code of Ethics update



“What’s in your attic” meeting October 4

Club news:




Chris Calle and Rich Hoffman have worked to create the latest in our series of colorful, locally-focused Oyster Festival covers. The cachets call upon sports-related artwork that hangs
in Norwalk City Hall, and the new “Backyard Games” Forever
stamps are cancelled by another specially designed postmark
for each of the three days of the Oyster Festival. Orders can
be placed through our website, or at the Club meetings: $3
for one cover, and $8 for the set of three.
Looking forward, we hope to expand membership by reaching
out to other members of the American Philatelic Society (APS)
who are Connecticut residents. We have acquired from the
APS a list of all Connecticut members and are in the process
of writing to them. Please encourage any local collectors you
know to join us.
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Upcoming events
• Norwalk Stamp Club meet-

ing, Norwalk Senior Center, October 4, 2021
- Public invited “What’s
in your attic”
• New Haven Stamp Bourse, Annex
YMA, 4th Sunday
• Meriden Stamp Bourse, 2nd Sunday, Meriden CT
• Philatelic Show 2021, Sept 24-26,
2021 Boxborough MA
• NOJEX East Rutherford NJ, October 15-17 2021—CANCELLED
• NAPEX Oct 22-24, McLean, VA

• WALPEX Oct 20-31, Boxboro, MA

Highlighting one of the members of the Norwalk Stamp Club

YPLF Mentor Interview -Chris Calle YPLF
Mentor
This spring, APS Development Assistant Erin Seamans spoke with Chris Calle about the Young Philatelic
Leaders Fellowship program, a scholarship program run by the American Philatelic Society.
YPLF supports young philatelists, offers them unique opportunities to attend stamp shows across the country, and connects them with experienced mentors in the philatelic world.
Chris is a seasoned illustrator who has created many stamps and cachet designs and was a mentor to a YPLF
Fellow.
Erin: What led you to become an YPLF mentor for the first time?
Chris: I became interested in being a mentor in the YPLF Program when Scott English approached me
about an incoming YPLF scholar who was interested in the possibility of a new track in the program which
could be Art and Design. I discussed with Dr. Cathy Brachbill, Education Director the possibilities and
came up with a track to incorporate those concepts.
In my career as an illustrator I had designed many postage stamps for the USPS and hundreds of First Day
Cover cachet designs for Fleetwood and I knew this was knowledge I could and wanted to share. I certainly
thought of this as a way for me to pass on my expertise relating to art in philately.
E: What fellow did you mentor & what did you focus on mentoring them on?
C: I mentored Dani Leviss. She comes from a family of First Day Cover cachet makers, so there was an intimate understanding on her part about the business and creative end of what it takes to produce a First Day
Cover.
Because of this I felt that it was important to challenge Dani to try different artistic approaches and new
techniques and styles, and take what she already knew and explore artwork in different ways. Our focus was
on her designing a variety of First Day Covers but using different techniques for each one.
One of the most important ideas I expressed was the fact that the cachet design is one part of the overall
First Day Cover, and that the artwork needs to be harmonious with the postage stamp and cancel. Too many
times I have seen designers create beautiful images only to have the postal cancellation ruin the design by
not considering where that cancellation will be on the final product.
C: My favorite result while mentoring Dani was seeing her explore, trying things she had not previously
thought about when approaching First Day Cover design. She surprised me with some of the concepts she
came up with and the directions in which she went. For example, Dani utilized postage stamps in a design
combining her artwork with the stamps to create a very fresh new collage technique.

E: What do you wish everyone knew about YPLF?
C: YPLF is a wonderful way for students to become immersed in philately in a way unlike any other. Each
track offers a unique and special opportunity to become immersed in philately while doing so with the other
YPLF students, sharing what they learn with each other. From what I have seen there is a sense of camaraderie, the fellows form a bond throughout their time in the program and beyond. My daughter is a High
School Junior at the moment and is interested in the YPLF Program. In 2022 she plans to join the group, and
while she is a talented designer she will most likely join as a part of the stamp dealer track. Not design! Hahaha
E: What age did you become involved with stamp collecting and did someone mentor you?

E: What expertise or knowledge did you bring as a mentor in the YPLF program?

C: As an artist I brought my knowledge of the business of First Day Cover design and the many ways to come up
with creative solutions in designing artwork for First Day Covers and postage stamps. My philosophy is that there
are always an infinite number of ways to solve a problem and I felt it important to see Dani try this in her work.
I knew from her portfolio of work that she was very talented and this was a perfect opportunity to nurture that
talent, and then help her think of new ways to approach a concept. It was very rewarding to see her excel at new
techniques and open her eyes to new ways to view concepts and produce artwork.
It was great to see Dani research other cachet makers, styles and think of ways how she would incorporate ideas into her own work. There is no "original", everything we see and every way we think is a response to what
we have learned. It was rewarding for me to see Dani grow, both as a designer and in her thought process.
E: What is your favorite result of the fellowship program to witness?

C: My favorite result while mentoring Dani was seeing her explore, trying things she had not previously thought about when
approaching First Day Cover design. She surprised me with some of the concepts she came up with and the directions in
which she went. For example, Dani utilized postage stamps in a design combining her artwork with the stamps to create a
very fresh new collage technique.
E: What do you wish everyone knew about YPLF?
C: YPLF is a wonderful way for students to become immersed in philately in a way unlike any other. Each track offers a
unique and special opportunity to become immersed in philately while doing so with the other YPLF students, sharing what
they learn with each other. From what I have seen there is a sense of camaraderie, the fellows form a bond throughout their
time in the program and beyond. My daughter is a High School Junior at the moment and is interested in the YPLF Program.
In 2022 she plans to join the group, and while she is a talented designer she will most likely join as a part of the stamp dealer
track. Not design! Hahaha
E: What age did you become involved with stamp collecting and did someone mentor you?
C: My father Paul Calle was an artist and stamp designer, so growing up I was around philately. In 1969 when he designed
the First Man on the Moon postage stamp my interest in stamps was further sparked because of my interest in Space. My
father was my mentor and most rewarding and unique was when mentor became colleague 25 years later when we jointly
designed the two postage stamps for the USPS for the Apollo 11 25th anniversary.
E: Is there anything else you would like to share with our audience of alumni, donors, current fellows, and potential applicants?
C: What I would like to share with potential applicants and current members is that this is a unique program combining an
interest you have with philately. Meeting other fellow students and sharing ideas is a wonderful way to spend time, learn and
grow. I saw it first hand with my time as a mentor, and alumni of the program both students and mentors have seen the
same.
For philatelists and donors this is a rare opportunity to help see your passion for philately ignited in a young adult.

Philatelic word search courtesy of Stamp Smarter website

Answers on next page!

ALPINE FENCING SAILBOARD ARCHERY FIGURE SKATING SAILING BADMINTON GOLF SHOOTING BASEBALL GYMNASTICS SHOT
PUT BASKETBALL HIGH JUMP SKELETON BIATHLON HOCKEY SKI JUMP BOBSLED HURDLES SLALOM BOXING ICE DANCING SNOWBOARD CANOEING JAVELIN SOCCER CROSS COUNTRY JUDO SOFTBALL CURLING KAYAK SPEED SKATING CYCLING LONG JUMP
SPRINT DECATHALON LUGE SURFING DISCUS MARATHON TENNIS DIVING POLE VAULT VOLLEYBALL DIVING POMMEL HORSE
WALKING DOWNHILL RELAYS WEIGHTLIFTING EQUESTRIAN RINGS WRESTLING ROWING

Norwalk Senior Center 11 Allen Road

